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(EXCERPT)  "Their aim is clear, if not exactly simple: to make music that is revolu-
tionary, that encourages change--in music and in the world. After meeting 
Matthew  Solberg (through the Craig's List website) and Francis Choung 
(through the ubiquitous Steve Aoki), the three men quickly decided that instead 
of choosing a lead singer, they'd sample audio files from documentary and narra-
tive films, television programs and commercials, and recorded political events 
and speeches,  and let those speak for them instead...  This convenient arrange-
ment allows the group to focus on playing songs in which guitars mimic emer-
gency sirens before suddenly turning reflective and melancholic,  while the 
percussion remains densely frantic...they successfully incorporate analog and 
digital and retain the energy of each... And yet, the group’s most political act isn’t 
found in its resurrection of old talking heads of manipulation of pop culture, but 
in the powerful emotional current of the music itself.”  

(EXCERPT)  “WE ALL KNOW  the displeasure with the status quo that bubbles not so 
far beneath the Top 40.  So what separates East Bay power trio From Monument to 
Masses from much of the marginalized political punk and rabble-rousing hip-hop 
out there? Intellectual breadth, for one thing. "[We] take on the 'Great Men' theory," 
the band mates note, and assert that history is "pushed forward by masses of people 
engaged in collective struggle, not just a few messiahs or heroes. 

This focus on the collective invigorates every aspect of the band:  drummer Francis 
Choung, bassist Sergio Robledo-Maderazo, and guitarist Matthew Solberg opted to 
do an e-mail interview with the Bay Guardian so they could collaborate on responses. Their compositional process is similarly    
inspired, as is their narrative preoccupation with representing the neglected voices of liberation movements throughout 
history.   "Part of what sets us apart is that our samples are from sources that are often underrepresented or hidden away 
completely," they write.  "How often do you hear Ho Chi Minh in an indie rock context? How often are Fred Hampton or 
Tagalog chants a part of a rock show?" 
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“The Revolution Will Be Remixed: People-power post-
punks From Monument to Masses are committed to 
getting their listeners to commit to social activism. A flurry 
of artists have signed on for the cause as well, culminating 
in the remix record Schools of Thought Contend. The 
album revisits tracks from FMTM's first two records, includ-
ing "The Quiet Before (Thunderbirds Are Now! Remix)," 
"Comrades & Friends (Loquat Remix)" and "To Z (Repeat) (Last Defender of the One True Waveform Remix)." Schools of 
Thought Contend actually won't drop until New Year's Eve, so you lefties won't be able to ché-ck it out until then.”
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GLOW IN THE DARK
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(EXCERPT)  “Most instrumental music makes me nervous.  I couldn’t even stand 
those token Metallica songs without vocals.  This simply because most instrumental 
music serves no purpose.  It’s just there.  It makes you feel nothing.  It’s like an unfin-
ished song.  But well, it’s only most instrumental music.  Some bands are bigger than 
others.  My first introduction to From Monument To masses was when a very drunk 
Steve Aoki gave me their CD at the Pretty Girls Make Graves / JR Ewing show I did 
together with my former Dance Of Days comrades.  He mumbled something like, 
“You’re gonna like this.  It’s amazing”.  And he was more than right.  Not only did I like 
it, I was fascinated.  There was an instrumental band that had political opinions, not 
afraid to speak their minds about how fucked the status quo is.   And they didn’t 
even scream it in your face - damn, they don’t scream at all.  They just play their 
instruments in all rock trio glory, add a few handpicked samples here and there, and 
it works.  From MonumentTo Masss is the one instrumental band that could change 
the world. “ 

Winter  2004
 Issue 2  /  Feature  Interv iew

From Monument To Masses, a Marxist trio (they don't have a "front-man" because  of the 
implications of the phrase), releases a collection of instrumental post-rock with Schools 
of Thought Contend.  The fifteen tracks are starkly varied, ranging from playful 
("Comrades & Friends") to sobering ("Sharpshooter") to haunting ("The Quiet Before"). 
The political dissidents have fun with their work but the album maintains a level of 
seriousness.  FMTM songs unfold like overarching narratives. Their use of delay pedal, 
drum machine, and guitar loops offer a quixotic and complex arrangement, a peculiar 
and beautiful platform for the sampled speeches.  Engineered with craft, FMTM's, most 
recent effort is good art and good listening. 

SOMA MAGAZINE

September  2005
Volume 19.7  /  CD Review

LAW OF INERTIA
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Issue 24 /  Art icle

(EXCERPT)  “From Monument To Masses are a three-piece collective hailing from San 
Francisco’s Bay Area.  The trio’s appeal lies in their angular rock and political drive, 
which is supplemented by tasteful samples of broadcasted rhetoric and famous 
political speeches.  “We aren’t into force feeding radical rhetoric to our listener,” 
explains drummer Francis Choung.  “Some people just like our music and some 
people are really inspired by the politics.  We embrace all types of reactions to our 
music.”

The band expresses their message via excerpts from familiar speeches, which they 
intricately place within the unconfined realms of their epic rock tunes.  Their sound is 
best described as what happens when three guys who own every Fugazi and Refused 
record begin experimenting with the jagged, ambient sounds of Tristeza and Mouse 
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(EXCERPT)  “From Monument to Masses' 2003 LP The Impos-
sible Leap in One Hundred Simple Steps was an acerbic assault 
on political injustice, from the album's first track, "Sharp-
shooter" and its dissection of the 9/11 terrorist attacks, to "To Z 
(Repeat)", a disc-closing attestation to the nature of struggle 
and progress. The band relies on samples and sound bites to 
push its cause, weaving them into a dense fabric of instrumen-
tal post-rock that relishes the best aspects of the genre 
without falling into its all-too-predictable patterns. The songs 
are long and winding, but it's to their advantage, as they use 
the space and length to shift the mood and tone, bouncing at 
times through robotic rhythms, catchy melodies, and thick 
walls of guitar and bass. Now, more than two years later, From 

Monument to Masses returns with Schools of Thought Contend, which combines 13 collaborative interpretations and two 
new tracks to create a compelling companion to The Impossible Leap.

The two new tracks continue in the style the band established and developed over the course of its first two albums. "Deafen-
ing" opens the disc with soothing guitar chords, bells, and violin droning over a tight high-hat and snare-rim beat. As with 
many of their songs, though, by the five-minute mark, the tone has changed, trading in the lush arrangement for stop-and-
start rhythms and distorted guitars. "The Noise Thereafter", the other new track, appears toward the tail end of the disc. It's a 
much more upbeat affair, with math-rock-esque guitar noodling and a quick, galloping beat. It's definitely one of the more fun 
tracks these guys have done, and hopefully it's an indication as to where they're headed.”

What we have here is an incredible, mostly instrumental, post-rock band that chose to 
remix most of its previous album with an abundance of help from other artists instead 
of recording all new material. The result is nothing short of astounding. Schools Of 
Thought Contend ranges from breakbeat dance grooves to sludgy emo-esque build-
ups while adding guitar loops, samples and programming before jumping over to 
electro-pop and then beyond. Unfortunately, as of yet I don’t know FMTM’s previous 
album, The Impossible Leap In One Hundred Simple Steps to use it as a base. When I 
hear it, I’m sure this will be that much more amazing. What thrilled me about this disc is 
that FMTM do not heed any type of hindrance with their music. They don’t follow basic 
song structures, but yet create enrapturing tones that play like stories; beginning, 
middle and end. In addition to the 13 remixed tracks on Schools Of Thought Contend, 
FMTM did log studio time to produce two new tracks, “Deafening” and “The Noise 
Thereafter”. “Deafening” could simply be a showcase of where FMTM has been and how they are pushing through space and 
time to create something almost alien to pop music’s ear. If you could interpret a scream into a 7 minute opus without words, 
that’s what “Deafening” is; the calm breath in, the tense passion of the hot release and then the teary-eyed come down. The 
three members of FMTM are so unbelievably adept at blending different genres over and through each other; you won’t 
realize a change until 2 changes later. FMTM list their influences as Refused, Fugazi, DJ Shadow, Led Zeppelin, Meshuggah and 
Digable Planets to name a few. It’s possible to hear each one of these reflected in the chords and notes throughout Schools Of 
Thought Contend. This is something you haven’t heard before, but should now.
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STYLUS MAGAZINE
                September  9 , 2003
Album Review of  “The impossib le  leap in  one hundred s imple  steps.”

(EXCERPT)  "The driving force behind From Monument to Masses is, according 
to their website, to be a creative lab for revolutionary social change. Their main 
format for creating this transformation is the device of music. And, whichever 
side you take on the issue, the group and a large portion of music listeners 
believe that music is a powerful social force, capable of this sort of revolution. 

...FMTM uses the sounds of revolutionary critics, the banality of news program-
ming and our nation’s leaders as its narrative context allowing each listener to 
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draw their own conclusions from their placement in the mix as to what the group believes. It’s hard to misunderstand what 
the group intends, but it’s put forth in an interesting way: by using the voices of others they have chosen to silence their own 
particular critiques. In using the ideas of others and the musical ideas of other hardcore and post-rock bands, in fact, the group 
would seem to bring nothing new to the table.  But it is simply in the combination of these elements that FMTM creates a new 
sound- not one that is intensely unfamiliar, but one that juxtaposes two elements that have never found their way towards 
one another in quite this format... FMTM has an innate ability to play in the line between pointlessly long repetitious riffing 
and intense trance-like states.   Ever careful to make sure that attention is always focused on the messages being displayed, 
the group pushes the samples to the front of each song and, frequently, to the climactic moment of each song...  this is a 
complex group with a complex ideology and it's well on its way towards carving a strong niche in the musical market that is 
not being filled elsewhere.”

EAST BAY EXPRESS
December  25-31 2003 Issue /  Music  Feature  Art icle

(Excerpt)  “...if there are still pockets of musical protest, then Oakland's From Monument to Masses 
may be employed. Instead of vocals, FMTM uses samples of voices from the past: names like Che 
Guevara, Malcolm X, the Black Panther Party's Fred Hampton, and Weather Underground's Bernadine 
Dohrn. These "guest vocalists" infuse the band's progressive post-punk with a revolutionary spirit.  
Comprised of Matt Solberg (guitar), Francis Choung (drums and programming), and Sergio 
Robledo-Maderazo (bass and synths), From Monument to Masses formed in January 2001 to play 
this really bitchin' instrumental post-rock. Using a number of effects and a sampling delay pedal, 

Solberg layers the songs with intricate guitar riffs while Choung and RobledoMaderazo drive them frantically up and down 
and back and forth, twisting and turning through song lengths upwards of ten minutes. The band's alternately abrasive and 
melodic sound carries echoes of Fugazi, Trans Am, and Godspeed You Black Emperor.” 

METRO:   S i l icon Val ley’s  Weekly  Newspaper
Apri l  21-27, 2004 /  Feature  Art icle

(EXCERPT)  “While the Oakland-based band works collectively on tasks 
ranging from merchandise design to songwriting, its nonmusical commit-
ments are decidedly individual. What these activities have in common are 
politics and creativity, two driving forces behind the band. A third impulse is 
found in the group's name itself--a desire to shift historical attention away 
from prominent figureheads and toward social movements and community.

Abolishing traditional vocals in favor of nonamplified screams and audio clips 
over a sampled and looped pseudohypnotic collision, the group's music is as 
forward thinking as its anti-imperialist message. With influences like Don 
Caballero, Fugazi and Godspeed You Black Emperor! and contemporaries like 
June of 44, Mogwai and Tristeza, From Monument to Masses borders on the 
inaccessible. However, FMTM crafts highly humanized, digestible post-
rock/post-punk tunes mixed with the manifesto.”


